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{Is he approached by the man
Or a machine in search of a soul
This is an odyssey to freedom
A journey for a name
For one who is only and after
The son of X 51}

(Woo, woo, woo)
Sitting with your eye shut tightly
Waitin' for the time you must leave
Surrounded by people that you'll never know
But still you must go and transmit the sound
Of what you have found
Leave everything that you knew behind

Lets go
I know
The son of X 5 1
And so
You'll know
Your time has only begun

Can it be what you want it to be?
Can it be everything
Now can it be what you need it to be?
Begging you to believe

Can it be what you want it to be?
Can it be everything
Can it be what you need it to be?
Begging you to believe

Lets go
I know
The son of X 5 1
And so
You'll know
Your time has only begun

Watchin' with your arms wide open
Thinkin' everyone should just stop
Surrounded by people that you'll never need
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Now who's gonna leave a plan to deceive
Is what we all need
And keep everything that you, knew, inside

Lets go
I know
The son of X 5 1
And so
You'll know
Your time has only just begun

Woo
Woo
The time has just begun
Woo
Woo
Woo
The time has just begun

Can it be what you want it to be?
Can it be everything
Can it be what you need it to be?
Begging you to believe
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